INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Use Aseptic Technique

DUALCAP SOLO™ INSTALLATION
1. Holding the Light Blue DualCap Solo, grasp the foil tab and remove.
2. Twist the Light Blue DualCap Solo onto the needleless luer access valve in clockwise direction.

TO REMOVE:
1. Using two hands, grasp the needleless luer access valve and twist the Light Blue DualCap Solo counter clockwise.
2. Visually inspect the needleless luer access valve to verify that it is securely attached to the catheter.
3. Discard DualCap Solo per institutional guidelines after use.

No swabbing with alcohol is necessary when you keep all luer access valves capped with a Light Blue DualCap Solo.

A new Light Blue DualCap Solo should be placed on all luer access valves each time the IV line is disconnected and not in use.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
When left in place for 30 seconds, the Light Blue DualCap Solo disinfects needleless luer access valves; thereafter the caps provide a physical barrier to contamination up to 7 days under normal conditions if not removed.

WARNINGS
• Do not use if package is broken, torn or punctured, or if the sponge appears to be dry.
• Do not re-use. Do not resterilize.
• Follow instructions for use and institutional guidelines for disposal.
• Two-handed removal must be used to ensure luer access valve is not removed unintentionally.

This device is NOT made with Natural Rubber Latex.
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